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Preface
The Slapton Coastal Zone Management Study has been commissioned by the Slapton Line
Partnership.

The Slapton Line Partnership is made up of the following organisations:
English Nature
Devon County Council
South Hams District Council
Whitley Wildlife Conservation Trust
Slapton Ley Field Centre
Environment Agency
Defra
The Partnership has been formed to decide how best to deal with potential future erosion of
Slapton Line and its effect on the road, the environment, and the community.

The objective of this study is to compile a single reference document that will form the basis for all
future decision-making that affects the shingle ridge.

Scott Wilson has undertaken the Study in collaboration with the University of Plymouth, Roger
Tym and Partners and Dr Mark Lee.

The University of Plymouth provided material for the chapters on coastal processes and
modelling, Roger Tym and Partners focused on the socio-economic aspects of the study and Dr
Mark Lee provided specialist geomorphology information.

This Annex was originally published in March 2005 as a report entitled Consultation Addendum.
This Annex is part of Volume 3 of the study report, and should be read in conjunction with
Volumes 1, 2 and 4. Volumes 1 and 2 present the findings of Phase1 of the study and Volume 4
presents the Executive Summary.

1. Introduction

The Phase 1 Report for the Slapton Coastal Study was published in November 2004.
Copies of the Report were issued to attending organisations and individuals of the Slapton
Advisory Forum at the Forum meeting held in Slapton on 18 November.
A public exhibition event was held at the Torcross Tavern in Torcross on Friday and Saturday
19th and 20th November. The exhibition material focused on the scope of the study, work
undertaken during the study, the options, issues and recommendations. Copies of the executive
summary were given to all attendees. Attendees were requested to complete a questionnaire in
order to provide their comments on the Report in a structured format.
The exhibition in the Torcross Tavern was well attended with a total number of attendees
exceeding 350.

The exhibition was attended by staff from Scott Wilson and University of

Plymouth, who were available to answer questions.
The exhibition was advertised and promoted through posters, and promotion by representatives
of the local communities and businesses. The press and media also promoted the events.
In addition the exhibition material was displayed at the Torcross Tavern for a full week after, and
full copies of the consultants report was available at various local public places including
Dartmouth and Kingsbridge libraries.
In response to requests made at the exhibition, approximately 20 electronic copies of the full
report were issued on CD.
2. Analysis of Consultation Questionnaires
Comments were recorded at the event on questionnaires or returned after the event (requested
th
by 14 January 2005). A total of 75 questionnaires were returned. Comments were sought both

on the scope of the study, comments on the recommendations of the study and views of the
study options.
Comments ranged from those of a strategic nature through to very detailed comments with
specific proposals and suggestions.
Tables 1 to 4 give a breakdown of responses for the three main areas of comments received:
Study scope
Study conclusions and recommendations

Study Options
Comment on scope of
study
No comments
Scope good
Scope broadly satisfactory
Scope poor

Number of
responses
13
38
10
14

Comments

Most criticisms of the scope
concerned lack of work on
historical events

Table 1: Comments on Study Scope
Comment on conclusions
Number of responses
and recommendations of
study
No comments
25
Broadly agree with
33
conclusions/recommendations
or find them reasonable
Broadly disagree with
17
conclusions/recommendations
or find them
unreasonable/inadequate
Table 2: Comments on Study Conclusions
Option
1 No active Intervention
2 Beach nourishment
3 Beach recycling
4 Rock revetment
5 Sheet piling
6 Realign road on shingle bank
7 Upgrade inland road
8 New road landward of Ley
Table 3: Average Scores for Options

Average Score (1= bad, 5 = good)
2
3
3
3
3
4
2
2

From this it is clear that from the sample of returned questionnaires as a whole, both the No
active intervention and the inland road upgrade/new inland road options were viewed as
moderately bad. Road realignment on the shingle bank was viewed as moderately good, and all
other options as neutral.
Option

1 No active Intervention
2 Beach nourishment
3 Beach recycling
4 Rock revetment
5 Sheet piling
6 Realign road on shingle bank

Option Preference (option
receiving highest score from an
individual consultee)
7
4
4
4
9
40

7 Upgrade inland road
8 New road landward of Ley
None
Table 4: Option Preferences

1
5
1

From this table it is clear that of the options presented, the option which was preferred by most
consultees was Option 6, Realign the road on the shingle bank.

This accounted for

approximately 50% of all replies. The next most preferred option, Sheet Piling, accounted for
about 12% of replies. None of the other options accounted for more than 9% of replies.
90% of replies preferred some form of intervention to no active intervention. Those preferring a
‘soft’ type of intervention (beach nourishment, recycling, realignment of road, upgrade of road or
new road) accounted for about 72% of replies. Those preferring a ‘hard’ type of intervention (rock
revetment or sheet piling) accounted for about 17% of replies.
It is notable that of all responses received only 7, or less than 10% of the total, were from
consultees giving their age as less than 50. From this it is clear that the issue has not engaged
the interest of young people, or even the middle aged. Given that the project is concerned with
the long-term future, this is a particular issue which would usefully be addressed in a follow-up
study or through local groups.

A business questionnaire was also issued to 492 local businesses in the postal areas of
Kingsbridge, Dartmouth, Slapton, and Chilington. The results of this can be seen in section 5 of
this report.
3. Comments Received on Consultation Questionnaires
Table 5 provides a sample of the comments received with the questionnaires. These are not
necessarily representative of all responses, but give an idea of the types of issues that were
raised.

Sample Comments
1) A breach would be an advantage, because it would reduce the volume of traffic through
old and narrow roaded villages such as Charletons and Frogmore, but especially reduce
heavy and large lorries which cause structural damage to properties. 2) When the line is
breached, its is likely that a salt marsh would be formed. This would enhance the wildlife
attraction of the area. 3) The report states that storms will become more frequent and severe
because of global warming, with increased sea levels. Breach of the line is inevitable. The
businesses of Torcross should adapt and prepare for these changes while time is available,
rather than wondering what to do when it happens. Previous generations have adapted to
change.
Reassuring and well presented study, although doubts about financial commitment are
obviously a matter of concern. I would be strongly against a recommendation which would
involve re-routing traffic through Slapton village which already suffers from congestion due to
inappropriate vehicle size and length.
Having identified the weakest areas of the shingle bank. How about submerging offshore
shingle rocks to the south of this area to reduce shingle movement and to reduce wave
power against the shingle bank. As there is a strong S to N flow of tide, I suggest we use this
for the generation of electricity. There would be no talk of closing the road then and we would
be adding to green power. The option of no intervention and the road closure, which may be
this winter or may be in 50 years time, is not an option. The road must be saved for 1) the
people n the district 2) communication 3) maintaining the freshwater wildlife in and on the
Ley.
Should the road (A379) be allowed to go, the villages Torcross/ Streete and others will
become isolated. Travelling to Dartmouth, a nightmare through the Lanes. Any upgrading of
the lanes would be too expensive. The sea must not be allowed to encroach into the
freshwater Ley- thus changing Flora and Fauna and making a swampy smelly inlet. Villages
are already losing Po’s stores, small businesses i.e. B&B. Beautiful Slapton Sands for all its
past WWII history deserves to be saved for future generations. Funding is obviously a big
problem.
This progressive urbanisation of a beautiful area is not what visitors (or this local) want to
see. Priority Keep the road open. After 50 years of using the road and showing its delights to
visitors, I can confirm that is a major attraction and in a tourist related area such as this, on
the basis that people are more important tan animals, preservation of the road is more
important than any infringement of the nature reserve that might possibly occur.
As a long term user of the road, my interest is largely in maintaining the roadway as a viable
link for as long as possible. This would indicate option 6, of gradual realignment is the best
option, until it is overwhelmed by Global Warming.
Table 5: Sample Comments

Some general comments included in the response forms are summarised below:
No Active Intervention
•

The majority of consultees felt that this option was unacceptable.

•

Some comments included suggestions that a breach of the road would be
advantageous, and remove the commuter traffic and heavy vehicles from the
local roads.

•

A breach of the road would allow the creation of new habitats, and increase local
wildlife diversity

Sheet Piling and Rock Revetments
•

Some consultees felt this option the most appropriate line of defence for the
road. However the majority would not want to see hard defences such as sheet
piling or rock revetments along the Slapton Line.

New Inland route
•

This option was felt by some consultees to provide the most suitable option,
which would not require realignment, and would ease traffic problems on smaller
local roads.

Alternative Ideas Suggested
•

Creating the A379 road on stilts, to allow migration of the barrier, whilst avoiding
the need for realignment.

•

Sinking old ship hulls in the bay, and ‘restoring the closed cell structure’ of the
bay

It was almost unanimously agreed that the A379 transport link was vital. If the Slapton road
should go, another alternative route would be needed inland.
The local business representatives felt that not a large enough sample of business questionnaires
had been sent out. The survey had been too selective. If this was to be conducted in future a
much wider and more detailed study of the effects on businesses should be addressed.
However the majority of consultees felt that the study was comprehensive and extensive,
although some of the language could have been simplified. Most agreed with the conclusions but
felt it would have been better to be consulted at an earlier stage in the study.
4. Responses from Organisations
Formal responses were received from the following organisations:
Stokenham Parish Council

The Whitley Wildlife Conservation Trust
English Nature
Devon County Council
South Hams AONB Unit
South Hams District Council
Devon Fire and Rescue Service
Slapton Parish Council
Table 6 summarises the main points raised by each of these organisations.
Copies of all of the responses are included in Appendix A.

Organisation
Stokenham Parish Council

Summary of Comments
Broadly concur with conclusions but have concerns about a
number of aspects of the report - clarity and readability of
the report, smallness of sample for business survey, historic
removal of shingle.
Whitley Wildlife Trust
Work on geomorphology very thorough. Option
assessment reasonable and robust. Suggest that
realignment must be reactive not proactive in order to be
efficient.
English Nature
Road reinstatement could be to standard matching adjacent
lengths of road, not the existing Slapton Sands length.
Various detailed comments. Weighting for nature
conservation etc. aspects is low.
Devon County Council
Comprehensive consideration of coastal processes and
geomorphology. Supports recommendations on options to
be taken forward. Suggests consideration of hybrid options.
Would prefer to see a Climate Impact Assessment to bring
together all climate related findings in one place. Need to
look at reorganisation of community services. Detailed
critique of the report in context of Climate Change is
appended to DCC’s comments. The critique suggests that
the risks of a breach are understated due to
underestimation of long-term sea level rise rates and
increases in storminess and surge.
South Hams AONB Unit
Approach welcomed, scope thorough. Suggestion that
Iteration 2 should look at combinations of beach recycling
and local realignment. Also whether adverse social impacts
of road closure will be avoided if there is a sufficient period
of lead in and adjustment. Need to consider future of
Monument car park.
South Hams District Council Support outcome of report. Options to be considered
further should be managed realignment, potentially
supported by beach replenishment and recycling,
improvements to the inland road and minimal intervention.
Devon Fire and Rescue
Well presented study. Further consideration for emergency
Service
vehicles.
Slapton Parish Council
Raised issues to do with programme and funding.
Table 5: Responses from Organisations

5. Business Survey Responses
Business questionnaires were sent out to a selection of 462 businesses in the postal areas of
Kingsbridge, Dartmouth, Slapton and Chilington. 23.6% (or 109 businesses) responded. The
types of businesses are outlined below in Table 6.

Accommodation Providers
Eating Establishments

Number
17
6

Proportion of Total
15.5%
5.5%

Attractions
1
Pubs
5
Other
41
Table 6: Business Response Categories

0.9%
4.5%
37.6%

The ‘other’ category businesses ranged from taxi companies to garden centres. Over 50% of the
responses were from tourist dependent businesses.
Although the majority of responses came from the area of Kingsbridge, over 17% of responses
were from the Slapton/Torcross area.
Comments on the Impact of the Road
•

Overall 57% of businesses felt they were affected by the closure of the A379, whilst 35%
of businesses felt they were unaffected. An indication of reduced costs from the closure
of the A379 averaged at £6,000 loss of turnover per business during this time.

•

50% of businesses felt that improving the road inland was not an acceptable alternative,
and their businesses would be adversely affected. 35% of businesses indicated the
improvements to the inland road would be acceptable providing they widened the road to
allow two-way traffic access.

•

The business responses specifically from the area of Slapton and Torcross, felt the
alternative access was poor, resulting in increased difficulty for staff to get to work, and
potential future problems for recruitment and supply. All local businesses recommended
that if the alternative route was to succeed, the road must allow two-way traffic, and not a
system of one-way with passing lay-bys.

•

Business respondents were concerned with potential negative impacts on their
businesses, if the shingle ridge A379 closes, and no suitable alternative route is provided.

The full analysis of Business Questionnaire results is given in Appendix B.

Appendix A
Organisation Responses

